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This workshop intends to propose a specific kinetic design application, to define
an architectural component and to simulate Shape Memory Alloy material
behavior. The objective of the workshop is to simulate the experiment before the
fabrication, itself aimed to model and anticipate the application's physical
behavior traits as a means to preview assembly.
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INTRODUCTION
Contemporary design methods and processes are
shaped by the tools and industry related topics
such asmateriality, mechanics and organic assembly.
These factors influence, if not determine, not just the
way the final product is achieved, but also how we
think about our emotional attachment to products
themselves.

In that framework, our proposal is that if we can
develop integrated design, simulation as a mean to
preview fabrication, not only can we achieve a more
fluid road between ideas and component/products,
but also upgrade its potential influence in the pub-
lic through an adaptability that can be far more cus-
tomizable than anything we've done or even imag-
ined before. In this mindset, intelligent kinetic sys-
tems are at the forefront regarding intelligence em-
bedded, dynamic systems.

Material behavior simulation (specifically Shape
Memory Alloys or SMA, in this case Ti-Ni) could shape
the decision making processes in design and pose
specific kinetic challenges that arise from bridging

the gap between those two workflow processes (de-
sign and fabrication).

"Kinetic systems with embedded intelligence
will expose new programmes and forms as this
technology is incorporated into our everyday
lives." (Fox, 2014)

METHOD STEP ORDER SWAPPING
In a conventional research method, the steps
to achieve the design of self assembly and Pro-
grammable Matter, according to Raviv et al., are:
Design, Fabrication and Simulation, because before
a certain material property are not mapped to be
computed in artificial simulation systems, it is im-
possible to carry out the simulation cause of lack of
data input. After the necessary data is derived from
physical material testing, then it is possible to build
a reliable simulation model. What were are propos-
ing to achieve is, using laboratory tested and proved
data, to swap the last two stages in the decision-
making process to make the laboratory testing step
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Figure 1
Proposed
simulation to
fabrication swap
method, taken from
(Montás, 2016)

an optional one, which is a more expensive one to
accomplish. (see Figure 1)

A FRINGE PARADIGM
As Skylar Tibbits et al. have stated, "if today we
program computers and machines, tomorrow we
will program matter itself" (Tibbits et al. 2014).
This domain in material science has taken over re-
search institutions over the last 5 years, with the
Self-Assembly Lab (SAL) at the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology (MIT) being one of its world lead-
ers. Programmable Matter (PM), a term coined by
the staff at SAL and Thomas Campbell on a project
commissioned by the United States Defense Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA-with none
of them taking direct credit for the term's coining) is
what is called a "fringe science", sitting at the cross-
disciplinary convergence of, at a general level, three
main research and design fields: material science,
computational design and digital fabrication.

Material Design, Programmable Matter and
Computational Design will be the three convergent

conceptual frameworks used to address the design
and decision-making processes towards the imple-
mentation and definition of kinetic, programmable
and shape shifting component applications. Which
themselves will be drawn from a joint, intertwined
design process regarding a Symbolic, top-down
logic, which is based on a combination of higher
level, ad hoc application and problem solving logics
and a Sub-symbolic, bottom-up logic which is de-
rived from lower level traits and features that evolve,
in open ended processes, as these systems grow or
adapt to differentmulti-level situations and contexts.
This suggests thatmaterial functionality and aesthet-
ics, which from now on will be conflated together,
will be developed from a small (millimeters) to an ar-
chitectural construction scale (meters) to meet spe-
cific building and environmental criteria acting as
design guidelines to be followed.

This article's definition of Material Design (MD),
while aware that there are a number of authors that
have coined slightly different ones on the subject,
will be the one that this paper's authors have coined,
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which itself is influenced by LiatMargolis's definition,
in which "material" becomes a notion that is simulta-
neouslymatter (an alchemyof theperiodic table) and
meaning (that which accrues behavioral descriptors
according to their ever-changing empirical or theo-
retical contexts) ( Margolis et al. 2011), therefore:

Material Design (MD)
MD as this research defines it is, within material sci-
ence, the process of configuration, reconfiguration or
modification, through programming or other meth-
ods like physical formfinding, of anymaterial tomeet
a certain set of criteria ranging from macroscopic
manifestation to behavior properties, thus enhanc-
ing its capabilities to meet a specific set of design
needs, all together from the molecular scale, chem-
ically designing purpose oriented matter and thus
developing unobtanium materials or multi-material
matrices and cast combinations that own up to such
objectives (Montás, 2015).

ProgrammableMatter (PM)
PM is in science, engineering, and design of physi-
cal matter that has the ability to change form and/or
function (shape, density, moduli, conductivity, color,
etc.) in an intentional, programmable fashion[iv].
Numerous authors, such as Michael Hensel, Achim
Menges, Skylar Tibbits, Dan Raviv, Manuel Costoya,
Emilio Otero, Michael Fox et al., seem to agree on the
fact that this "procedural" way, as somehave called It,
of designing architectural components straight from
the properties of materials and addressing design
from their inner structures provides a new field of
work whose unpredictable results mark a new stage
of man's relationship with matter and nature itself
(Montás, 2015).

Material Functionality and Design
Shape Memory Materials (SMM), in this case, Shape
Memory Alloys (SMA), in the form of Nickel-Titanium
(Ni-Ti) alloys, pave the way for actuation driven, ar-
chitectural component systems that embed low level
intelligence (on-off, open-close logic) into their envi-
ronmental mediation technology and programming,

thus influencing and, in a larger extent, potentially
determining the overall building design. The pro-
posed Ni-Ti alloys in this paper have been selected
froma commercially available in Robotshop.comand
hold a transition temperature of 70C° to 90C° so, un-
der normal thermal conditions, they have to be ac-
tuated by electricity (very low voltages ranging be-
tween 20 and 4000 Milliamps, for more information
please refer to: [1] ).

Figure 2
Comparison of both
(original and
replicated)
simulations of the
deformation of a 2D
grid into a
sinusoidal wave,
still-frames
sequence
(perspective view)
Nelson Montás
(2015) based on
Raviv et al. (2014).
Here the double
curvature
deformation
compared to that of
the Raviv et al.
simulations and
physical models is
an astonishingly
close
approximation to
the real models in
the original
experiments.

PHYSICS SIMULATIONS
Kinematics is the part of mechanics that studies the
movement of particles and systems without taking
in account the forces that produce it or, more simply
put, the geometry ofmovement andwhich is used to
relate displacement, velocity, acceleration and time,
without making reference or the cause of the move-
ment. Then based on the notion that Kinetics is the
part of dynamics that studies the vector systems that
produce movement.

The simulationwill be donewith Kangaroo, a real
time, interactive physics engine that allows to ma-
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nipulate time parameters and possible external fac-
tors such as thermal conduction which can be de-
rived into structural load transmission. The forces
derived from the alloys' programmed behavior are
used as data inputs todigitallymodel the transforma-
tions as springs with different stiffness and and rest
length factors, according to the shape-shifting inher-
ently designed for the kinetic material system, these
springparticle systems arebased inHooke's elasticity
law (unary forces or springs). (see Figures 2 and 3)

Figure 3
Comparison of both
(original and
replicated)
simulations of the
deformation of a 2D
grid into a double
curvature surface
(convex and
concave)
still-frames
sequence (left side
one-point
perspective) Nelson
Montás (2015)
based on Raviv et al.
(2014). The graphic
animations show a
strong resemblance
of the replication
simulation with the
original one.

SCOPE AND CONTRIBUTION
Our workshop exercise consists of building a spring
mass, particle system approximation (Grasshopper +
kangaroo) simulation of an imploding structure that
will have the ability to shapeshift from a rigid poly-
hedron shape (shape A) into "collapsed" like mor-
phology (shape B), derived from modeling the actu-
ation patterns comprised of flexible joints and rigid
bars that react, as a whole, to external stimuli, in this
case heat. One of the objectives is to simulate the
material's programmed behavior in order to properly
predict critical function, actuation and physical prop-
erties. Grasshopper + Kangaroo bridge the design-
simulation tool's workflow in a single stream to opti-
mize and protocolize a smoother and fluent decision
making process.

Thesemechanismswill be studied from amacro-
scopic behavioral standpoint nonetheless being de-
rived from, lower level, molecular phenomena. Dur-
ing the workshop, together with the students, we

will search for applicationpossibilities and formal lan-
guage expression concerning the morphological re-
sults.

Digital materialization and the behavior of a ki-
netic system could give various values to design pro-
cess and its final product. The simulation on a digital
platformhelpsdesigners tooptimizegeometric com-
positions according to a configuration ofmultiple pa-
rameters. Using SMA systems and parametrically op-
timizing the composition it is possible to reduceover-
charged mechanical stress and energy consumption
hence improving environmental performance. Hav-
ing a digital simulation of a kinetic project can inform
future users about the behavior and can be used as
visual demonstration and proof of concept.
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